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• Sleepover
UMaine faculty get a
taste of residence hall he
By Lori Glazier
Stiff Writer
Complete with pillows and
overnight bags, a new group of
residents moved into East/West
campus Thursday, prepared for
their first, in what may become a
tradition, dorm sleepovers.
The "residents," really Univer-
sity of Maine faculty members,
were participating in the first-ever
Faculty and Residence Sleepover
program.
According to Chelie Jelleff,
resident director of Gannett, Cam-
pus Living came up with the idea
as a way to introduce faculty to
residence halls and dorm life.
"It gives faculty a chance to
experience campus living at
UMaine first-hand," Jelleff said.
The program also provided stu-
dents with a chance to interact with
faculty members on an informal
basis, and to meet faculty they oth-
erwise would not have known.
since faculty do not usually
visit dorms, this was a way to bridge
the gap between faculty and stu-
dents.
When Campus Living ap-
proached residence directors with
the idea, they were excited about
the program.
"We said 'Yeah! Let's do it,"
Jelleff said.
Each residence director and staff-
er came up with a faculty member
they wanted to have spend the night
in their dorm, and thought up evening
activities the residents and faculty
member could participate in.
After being checked into their
respective dorms and arranging
their room, the faculty members
went to dinner with their residence
hall staff.
In addition to the night activi-
ties, which ranged from Movie
Night in Gannett to Alcohol Jeop-
ardy in Oxford, the faculty mem-
bers went on rounds with the RA
on duty.
At the Friday morning break-
fast in Stewart. the sleepover guests
and the residence staff discussed
the program with Barbara Smith.
assistant director for East/West
Campus.
The participants said they en-
joyed the experience and felt the
program was a wonderful idea.
In fact, the faculty brought up
Sec SLEEP on page 14
• Video
ESPN's Patrick to kick off
second season of 'Snapshots'
ES PN's Bill Patrick will host tomorrow night's edition of Snap-
shots at 7 pm. (Photo courtesy of PICS.)
By Kristy Marriner
Staff Writer
Snapshots, the Unnersity of
Maine's monthly magazine show,
begins its second season with new
times, new channels and a new
feature segment.
The new season of Snapshots,
featuring host Bill Patrick. ESPN
SportsCenter anchor. premieres
tomorrow night.
Janice Parks, Snapshots produc-
er, is enthusiastic about the new sea-
son, and especially about the more
convenient times she hopes will al-
low more people to watch the show.
The October edition of Snap-
shots will be shown on Channel 5,
WABI. tomorrow night at 7 p.m. It
will also be shown on Channel 51,
the Fox network out of Portland, at
7:30 p.m., but will be blocked out
to Bangor area viewers.
Viewers can also catch the first
edition on MPBN the first Sunday
of every month at 10 a.m.
Patrick, who graduated from
UMaine in 1979, started as a sports
reporter and anchor for WABI in
Bangor. He has been with ESPN
since 1988.
The first edition of Snapshots
will include features on UMaine
researchers in the wildlife depart-
ment who are studying high mer-
Luty ieyeis and their effects on
Maine's fish and eagles.
Another feature will be on an
archaeological site in Eddington,
near the Penobscot River, where
artifacts dating back 5,000 years
have been found.
Upward Bound, the university
program giving more than 100
underprivileged high school stu-
dents a "head start" on the college
experience each year. They spend
six weeks at the university during
the summer, where they attend
classes and learn about financial
Sec SNAPSHOTS on page 5
District 129 candidate speaks out
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Mary Cathcart, candidate for District 129 (Kiesow photo.)
Editor's Note: This is the third tern in the State of Maine because
installment in a multi-part series I think with all the exemptions to
where members of The Maine the sales tax, we've narrowed
Campus editorial board interview our tax base so much that the
local and state candidates of up- revenues are not coming up to
coming key elections. what we need to provide essen-
tial services to the citizens, in-
Mary Cathcart (D) has been cluding education. Healthcare,
the District 129 state representa- whether and how the state should
tive for the past eight years. A provide universal healthcare to
graduate of Rhodes College in its citizens, has to be one of the
Memphis, Tenn. with a degree in biggest issues in the next couple
English. Cathcart is a member of of years.
the American Association of Uni-
versity Women, the Eastern li 
What's your opinion on term
mit's?
Maine AIDS Network, and the I do not favor term limits. I
Family Law Project. think the voters should take care
of that. Instead I would like to
* . see campaign finance reform.
* 
k4 ^ 
i, * t ik ION I'm looking at different pro-* . **
* , - * !I * posals, such as what Common
*.* * r*-* Cause is proposing to us...
1135111&.- 
somehow limiting campaign
spending and trying to fix it so
that the incumbent doesn't have
What do you think you've all the advantage of having more
done so far to benefit students, money. Olympia Snow appal-
as well as the Town of Orono? ently has twice as much money
I voted in general for the to spend as Pat McGowan on
Maine Teacher's Association for this campaign and it makes it
just about every bill that I've very difficult for the challeng-
faced in four years. I have advo- er. But I don't think term limits
cated. with other legislators, in- are the answer. I think that
cluding last spring going before would give the special inter-
the Appropriations Committee ests, the lobbyists, an easier time
and asking them not to cut the of it because you'd have people
university again, and emphasiz- who hadn't the experience or
ing that this campus in particular the knowledge (and) it would
should not be cut again. Those make it easier for the bureau-
are things I have done and will crats in the state government to
continue to do. carry out their wishes rather
Last year in December when than the intelit of the iegisia-
we had the special session to cut ture.
the budget again, I voted against What can you offer the citi-
that budget that cut public edu- zens of this district, especially
cation and municipal revenue the students, that your oppo-
sharing because I though those nent might not be able to?
two cuts were wrong. They were I am an articulate advocate for
Oro-passing the burden down to the the university. I live here in 
property tax payers and I just no. I'm very accessible. They can
couldn't go along with it. count on seeing me in the store on
What issues do you think Mill Street at least once every
will be important if you serve Saturday and Sunday. I'm a local
another term? call for them to make and I think
The budget is going to con- they would find that I usually re-
tinue to be important fora couple spond to calls within one to two
of years. I think we're going to Sec CATHCART on page 14
have to look at our taxation sys-
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — The leader of the U.N. weapons inspectors saidSaturday that he was not aware of any secret Iraqi nuclear facilities kept in defianceof Persian Gulf War cease-fire resolutions.Nikita Smidovich, a Russian, was responding to a CBS report that the United Nations had beenprovided with satellite photographs of an Iraqi facility suspected of being a secret nuclear center.Iraq has denied repeatedly that it has any nuclear weapons or is in the process ofreactivating its pre-Gulf War atomic projects.
"We are visiting sites according to instructions we receive from New York," Smidovich toldjournalists. "If a particularsite isnot a declared one, we should have received a proper riotification."Commenting on the CBS report that the U.N. had satellite photos of what could be asecret nuclear plant, he said, "I have not received any."Asked whether he would ask Saddam Hussein's government to open the reportedfacility to his inspectors, Sirtidovich said, "this is the first time I am n hearing the story."In the United States, President Bush said he was aware of the CBS report but "theconclusion that our experts have come up with is quite different. It is not what it is purportedto be, some kind of a secret nuclear bomb facility."Cease-fire terms contained in U.N. resolutions require Iraq to scrap its nuclear, chemicaland biological weapons potential as well as long-range Scud missiles. Iraq must complywith the terms before a crushing U.N. embargo is lifted.The best-known Iraqi nuclear facility was in the Al Taji military complex north ofBaghdad. It contained a research center where the Iraqis had tried to build prototypes of gascentrifuges to produce enriched weapons-grade uranium.
• Medical law
Massachusetts doctor
convicted in Paris
3 PARIS (AP) — Victims, lawyers and judicialauthorities waited Saturday to see if a doctor convict-
ed in the contamination of 1,200 hemophiliacs willreturn from his Massachusetts refuge to face a four-yearprison sentence.
Michel Garretta, former head of the National BloodTransfusion Center, was one of three people convictedFriday in what is known as the tainted blood scandal.The court deemed Garretta "incontestably the inspirerand director" of a policy to continue distributing bloodknown to be contaminated with the HIV virus rather thanimporting expensive, specially treated stocks and demand-ing AIDS tests from donors.
More than 250 hemophiliacs have died since the scandal.Authorities have not "for the moment" delivered aninternational arrest warrant for Garretta, a Justice Ministryofficial said.
Garretta, who lives in Brookline. Mass.. has 10 days topresent himself to file an appeal, which his lawyers said hewould do. He resigned several months ago from the board ofdirectors of Haemonetics, a company in the Boston suburbthat makes blood-processing equipment.
Xavier Charvet, his lawyer, said in Brookline on Satur-day that Garretta would return to France soon, confirmingearlier French television reports citing Garretta's wife.
• Birth
Italian woman gives
birth to septuplets
4
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WorldBriefs
• Nuclear weapons
UN inspectors deny existence of
unidentified Iraqi weapons sites1
ROME (AP) — A Neapolitan housewife gavebirth to septuplets. two of whom died within a day.doctors reported Saturday.
Stefano Ferrazzan, a doctor who was part of the medicalteam that performed the Caesarean section delivery atRome's Gemelli Hospital on Friday, was guarded about thesurvival chances of the other babies.
The three boys and four girls were 2 1/2 months prema-ture and ranged in weight from 1 to 2 pounds. One boy diedFriday night and a second on Saturday morning, doctors
reported. Each weighed about 1.8 pounds and had respira-tory problems.
Their mother, Lidia Santartia. 23. had been trying to
conceive for five years and had been taking fertility drugs.
state TV reported. She was reported in good condition
2
• Questions arise concerning Iraqi weapons facilities
• Thousands march on Indian-controled Kashmir
• Poland lawmakers recommend banning abortion
• Protest
Marchers demand united Kashmir
MUZAFFARABAD, Pakistan (AP) — Thousands of marchers shouting "We'll2 die for freedom!" trekked across the rugged Himalayas Saturday toward the heavilyguarded border of Indian-controlled Kashmir. They demanded a united Kashinir,either as an independent state or as part of Pakistan.
The marchers waded through ankle-deep mud and scrambled over huge rocks andboulders that littered the narrow, winding 35-mile road to the border. Soldiers had triggeredlandslides to try to block the protesters' route.
The marchers jeered riot police who watched passively, many casually swinging thenhelmets in their hands.
In February, troops opened fire on hundreds of demonstrators approaching the border,killing at least 16 and injuring mop than 200. The government arrested Kashmiri leadersin March after they refused to call off a similiar demonstration.
Before dawn today, police arrested Sardar Ibrahim Khan, the chief organizer of themarch and head of the Jammu-Kashmir Democratic Alliance, comprised of 12 politicalparties sympathetic to Muslim militants fighting for the secession of Indian Kashmir.Troops also raided the homes of other alliance leaders but all had fled to hideouts along ill,porous cease-fire line dividing Kashmir between Islamic Pakistan and predominantly Hindu India.The alliance leaders have vowed to try to cross the border from Chakoti, the maincheckpoint, and from four largely isolated posts.
"They can't stop this mob. They would riot," said Sultan Mahmood, as he led the crowddown the road.
The government said it would stop marchers from crossing the disputed border, fearingIndian security forces would gun them down :Ind et off another military confrontationbetween Indian and Pakistani forces.
3
• Mid-East peace
Pope receives Palestinian
5 VATICAN crrY (AP) — The Vatican said Satur-day that a top aide to Pope John Paul II received aPalestinian leader a few hours after Israeli Foreign Min-ister Shimon Peres met with the pontiff and invited him to Israel.The Vatican press office declined to say what wasdist. ussed in the meeting Friday evening between the Pales-tinian, Feisal Husseini, and Archbishop Jean-Louis Tauran,who in effect serves as the Holy See's foreign minister.A few hours earlier. Tauran met with Peres. whose visitincluded a 40-minute private meeting with the pope as pan ofanffort to normalize relations between the Vatican and Israel.Reasons cited by the Vatican as obstacles in formingdiplomatic ties include the lack of an international law toprotect holy places in Jerusalem and questions about Isra-el's borders.
Israel occupies land that it seized during the 1967 MiddleEast War. These regions are populated by Palestinians. andthe Vatican is concerned about the sizable PalestinianChristian population.
Digest
6
• Abortion
Poland considers
banning abortion
 AOC
WARSAW, Poland (AP) — Lawmakers draftingan anti
-abortion bill have recommended the strictest
option before them: a complete ban on abortion andprison terms for doctors or women who perform them.The bill also proposed forbidding all prenatal tests onfetuses, according to media reports Friday.The proposed legislation, approved 12-6 Thursday b}parliamentary commission, is supported by right-wing par-ties and the Roman Catholic Church. When the commissionfinishes drafting it, the bill will go before both houses ofParliament and to the president for consideration.Approval is likely because both houses are dominated byright-wing and Christian parties that have campaignedagainst abortion since the Communists were toppled in1989.
The former Communists in par I lament support abortionrights.
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Review
Duo brings the music of women to NevilleBy Deanna L. Partridge
Staff Writer
Musica Femina opened its performanceThursday night by inviting the muses to jointhem at Neville Hall.
As flutist Kristan Aspen placed a lit
candle among rocks and feathers to repre-
sent the elements, she pointed to pictures ofthe women composers whose work formedthe program.
"Our connection with these women isthat we shared the same planet," Aspen said.
The following two hours was filled withthe notes of a deep tonal flute and the tech-
nical skill of guitar. The duo, from Portland.Ore., took its large gathering of listeners on
a spiritual trip through 800 years of feminist
struggle and musical history.
Although promoted as an entirely fe-
male repertoire, Musica Feihina opened with
the anonymous piece "La Rossignol" (Night-ingale).
"We have a feminist saying that anony-
mous is a woman," guitarist Janna MacAus-lan said.
The duo followed its introduction with
Francesca Caccini's "Shepard's Song,"
which accented the rich tone of the flute
Aspen performed trills and other techniques
with a perfect dexterity that foreshadowed
the quality performance yet to come.
The three movements of Isabella Leo-
narda's "Sonata Duodecima" provided As-
pen and MacAuslan an opportunity to show
off the diversity of the music and their
abilities. The movements alternated between
fast and slow, low to high pitches and loud
to soft. MacAuslan was highlighted on sev-
eral passages for the guitar.
The duo performed several pieces from
the Baroque era and a couple from the Clas-
sical period, much to the pleasure of the
audience.
MacAuslan introduced "Capprice" by
Madame R. Sidney Pratten as a piece usual-ly dismissed as a light, trite parlor tune.
Indeed, it was purely fun to listen to, but it
was also sweeping in its variety and obvi-
ously technically difficult.
"This was actually written for the gui-
tar," MacAuslan said. "Everything else I'vedone tonight was an imitation of other in-
struments."
The second half of the program con-
tained only 20th Century works. Three of
the six works from this era were original
compositions by Musica Femina.
Aspen performed a ragtime piece with
MacAuslan's accompaniment. "The Green
Apple Rag" seemed to drag in some spots as
the physical demand of playing for an hourbegan to show. Aspen, however, caught her
second wind and proved rag can be played
on the flute.
Perhaps the favorite of the night was
Teresa Clark's "Spellings," a blend of styles
and forms from different cultures. The piece
used western instruments to imitate Japanese
spiritual instruments to create different moods.
Audience members were encouraged tolisten with their eyes closed and imagine
walking through a Japanese garden.
Following with the cultural theme, a
Kristan Aspen (flute) and Janna MacAuslan (guitar). (Lachowski photo.)
song from Czechoslovakian gypsies relied "Scottish Suite," an original composition byon strong melodies and tonalities with a MacAuslan for her deceased father.middle eastern tinge to move the listeners to "He always claimed to be a Scottsman,"an emotional high.
The night was drawn to a close with See MUSIC on page 7
Guest Lecture Series a Board of Student Government presents:
Asa Baber
contributing editor of Playboy magazine and
Men's Rights
Activist
"There is something dead
at the center of most
I feminist rhetoric
Thursday, ftiriffirmaJ.
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• AIDS
Man sues after being misdiagnosed as having AIDSBy Richard Lorant
Associated Press Writer
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — For six
years, John Kuivenhoven lived in the nether
wor14 of AIDS. He stopped working, suf-i-ereu the painful side effects of experimen-
tal drugs and waited to die.
Now his doctors say he never had thedisease
'It was as if I had been in prison for six
years and the warden came up to me and
said, 'Well, buddy, we made a mistake — go
and live your life,' " Kuivenhoven said. "I
was more angry than happy."
His health shattered by AIDS treatment,
his livelihood lost, Kuivenhoven this week
filed a $2 million claim against Kaiser Per-
manente health maintenance organization.
He claims he underwent sustained treatment
for full-blown AIDS without receiving an
HIV test.
"For six years he thought that the most
he had was six months to live. So everyday
he'd wake up and think 'Is this the last day
of my life?" Kuivenhoven's attorney, Paul
Wotman, said on Friday.
Kuivenhoven, 53, filed a claim on
Wednesday to take Kaiser to binding arbi-
tration, his only recourse under his contract
with the organization.
The claim seeks recovery of lost wages,
past and future medical costs, plus damages
for pain and suffenng, Wotman said.
Spokeswoman Kirsten Cherry confirmed
Kaiser had received the claim, but said she
could not comment until an investigation
was completed.
Kuivenhoven says he checked into a San
Jose hospital affiliated with Kaiser in 1986
with respiratory problems and doctors told
him he had pneumocystis pneumonia, con-
sidered a sure sign of AIDS at the time.
He underwent tests but was not given
or:. to determine the presence of HIV, the
virus associated with AIDS, Wotman said.As a homosexual male, Kuivenhoven was ina high-risk group for the disease.
Under doctors' orders, Kuivenhoven quithis job as a skin-care technician and lives ongovernment welfare and disability benefitsof $600 a month, Wotman said.
In 1986, he began taking the drugAZT in high doses, which gave him achronic headache, high blood pressure
and peripheral neuropathy — permanentpins and needles pains from his calves tohis feet. He is battling an addiction toDarvon and other prescription drugs.Wotman said.
• Civil War
Confederate guerrilla reburried after 127 yearsHIGGINS V ILLE, Mo. (AP) — More than
a century after the Civil War ended, Confeder-
ate guerrilla leader William Clarke Quantrill is
still causing friction between North and South.
The Sons of Confederate Veterans of-
fered a final farewell Saturday as they rebur-ied a few of Quantrill's bones and a lock ofhair in a Confederate cemetery.
The elaborate ceremony included a crack-
ling salute from muzzle-loading rifles fired
by a Confederate-costumed honor guard.
Descendents of Quantrill's raiders carried
the remains in a custom-made oak coffindraped with a Confederate battle flag.
"He's finally getting his just due,' • saidQuantrill's great-great-grandson, 28-year-
old Michael Ragge of Claremore. Okla.
But the newly chiseled headstone marksjust one of several resting places for Quant-
rill, whose remains were spread from Ken-
tucky to Ohio to Kansas.
Quantrill's men killed ruthlessly uuring
the war, raiding farms and downing tele-
graph lines as they went. They were respon-
sible for an 1863 rampage on Lawrence,
Kan., that left at least 150 men dead.
They also took heavy losses, sometimes
seeing dozens of raiders fall in violent con-
frontations.
Quantrill himself was killed at age 27 by
Union gunfire in 1865 in Louisville, Ky., as
he traveled east to join Confederate Gen.
SENIORS
Yearbook Pictures
FREE!
October 19-23rd, 26-28th
9am-12pm and 1pm-5pm
Memorial Room The Union
Robert E. Lee.
He was buried in Kentucky, but 22 years
later the grave was dug up by W.W. Scott, a
mercenary newspaperman who had been
asked by Quantrill's mother to bring the
remains to his hometown of Dover, Ohio.
Historians believe some of the remains
still are in the first grave.
The rest went to Scott's attic. then his
newspaper office.
He offered to sell the skull to the Kansas
Historical Society in Topeka for 30 pieces of
silver, but reached no deal.
He sent the society two shinbones in
1888. and his widow shipped three other
bones and the hair after Scott's death. Those
remains have been gathering dust in a card-board box since then.
The skull made it to Dover City Hall and
now beongs to the city's historical society.
After three years of effort, the Kansas
Historical Society agreed to give Quantrill's
remains to the Missouri group.
But the historical society in Dover rc
fused to give up his skull. It offered instead
to accept the five bones and hair for reburial
with the skull in Ohio.
The Sons of Confederate Veterans said a
northern resting place wouldn't be fittingfor a rebel fighter remembereo in one eulog
as "worshipped by a few, loved by man
and abhorred of half the nation."
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• Review
'Laser Zeppelin' fills Bangor Auditorium with sound, lightby William R. Grasso
Staff Writer
There was a line at the Bangor Auditori-
um Friday night. People young and old
Lame to see the laser light interpretation of
some classic rock and roll. Almost 1000fans poured into the auditorium, screaming
and laughing.
They came to see a 30-foot scaffold
supporting a large, electronically controlled
screen, smoke machine and in front facing
the audience, 30 speakers. The lightsdimmed.
"Ladies and Gentlemen..." boomed a
voice, "Laser Zeppelin!' In an explosion oflight and sound, Laser Zeppelin, "the laser
light rock concert," came to life.
The concert featured music spanning the
career of Led Zeppelin, a British hard rock
band from the '70s and '80s. Songs playedincluded "Immigrant Song," "For Your Life"
and "Heart Breaker."
The music was played through a Panaso-
nic/Ramsa I0,000-watt dolby concert sys-
tem. featuring 30 speakers.
The real show was provided by the('oherent Lasers using ACR/SWISS Laser
Projectors.
The lasers fired patterns on the screen,
• Holiday
Hindu 'festival of lights'
celebrated at UMaine
By Margaret Rogers
Volunteer Writer
The bells rang, signaling everyone to
gather around the brightly draped altar cov-
ered with colorful oil lamps and small can-
dles.
Women dressed in richly-colored, bro-
caded Sarris, the traditional Indian attire,joined their families and friends around the
altar to sing, pray and celebrate the holiday
of Diwali, Saturday night at Stodder Com-
mons. At least 100 people came to celebrate
the "festival of lights."
Diwali (pronounced Deepvale) is one
of the most popular Hindu festivals on the
Indian subcontinent. Celebrated during the
autumn season, Diwali coincides with the
New Moon and marks the beginning of a
new fiscal year for the business community.
It is also a celebration of the harvest (similar,
in this sense. to Thankseiving.)
Diwali literally means a cluster or row of
lights, Dr. V.K. Balakrishnan, a UMaine
mathematics professor, said.
Traditionally, people would light their
houses with oil lamps to welcome the myth-
ical god and goddess. Today, this tradition is
still practiced, but more commonly with
candles and light bulbs.
"The oil lamp is a symbol of Diwali,
similar to how a Christmas tree is a symbol
of Christmas," Sheila Pendse, a volunteer of
the celebration. said.
After a small group of people sang songs
and stood in front of the altar to pray silently.
the room filled with conversation and the
party was under way.
"This is our second annual festival on a
grand scale." Balakrishnan said.
Prior to the Stoclder celebration, Bal-
akrishnan had smaller, more intimate Diwa-
li parties at his home.
"Most of the people who attend this
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Attft.432.41.42,1. Ext. 65
event are within a 50-mile radius of the
university," he said. "So, they don't have to
travel more than an hour to get here, usual-
ly."
The celebration of Diwali is worldwide,
but is most highly concentrated in India andin its surrounding countries, including Ne-
pal and Sri Lanka.
"Although it is a vegetarian holiday,
sweets are commonly given as gifts to
relatives and friends, and children are given
new clothes and toys.-
 Pendse said.
"It is also a time to thoroughly clean the
house,"Arvind Sharma. a graduate student
at UMaine and a Hindu prayer group orga-
nizer, said.
He said it is like 'spring cleaning' in
America, but it has a much more religions
meaning.
"Diwali is the one holiday celebrated
almost universally by everyone (who is Hin-
du)," Ruth Bentley, assistant dean of Stu-
dent Services, said.
The social event was followed by a veg-
etarian dinner, prepared and brought by the
many volunteers who attended the event.
and the screen was raised out over the audi-
ence. On the screen, they made shapes and
created the illusion of motion. When shot
out over the audience, the smoke machine
allowed the audience to see all the effects
the "iaserists" had engineered.
Other special effects included shooting
the lasers into prisms, mirror balls and cus-
tom computer graphics.
"The whole show is actually done live,"
Laser Safety Officer Lewis Eig said. "We
can tailor the show to the reactions of the
audience. Our next show will be totallydifferent."
For the first half of the show, the music
was a little "muddy.," that is, unclear. Thebass had been turned up, and it was difficult
to make out all the music and lyrics. Afterintermission, the problem was cleared up.
There were some other problems with
the production as well. The lasers were
projected out over the audience. The play of
the lights through the smoke was spectacu-lar. The lasers are supposed to make a pat-
tern on the ceiling. However, due to rafters,lights and other obstructions, some of thehard work of the "Iaserist" was lost.
After almost two hours of lights and sound,
the concert ended with Led Zeppelin's most
famous song, "Stairway to Heaven."
Snapshots from page 10
aid and other important college issues.
The first show will also include a profile
on Arline 'Thompson, a graphic designer for
Public Affairs, who retired in June after 30
years of service to the university.
"She was greatly admired, not just because
of her talent, but because of her way of talking
to people and her fascinating life," Parks said.
Another short segment features WM EB,
the student radio station.
Snapshots is also adding a new student
segment called "On Campus." 'The seg-
.nent will focus on student issues and ishosted by first-year student Jessica Lalib-
erte of Waterville.
Some of the topics will he serious and
others will be human interest features. This
rnonth's "On Campus" segment will deal with
the fashion trends returning from the 60s.
Parks said ideas for features are more
than welcome, and she loves to hear aboutinteresting programs and people at I. 'Maine.
"All the feedback I got last year was
positive, other than the time it was on wasinconvenient," Parks said. "I think the
new time is a big thing — now it's more
available."
According to Parks, the first season of
Snapshots received a great response from
people with connections to and people not
connected to the university. She said peoplejust don't realize how many positive things
are going on here, and the effects UMaine
has on the community.
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• FREE!
 Get a Ham License (Without learning Morse Code)Monday nights 7-8 pm 153 Barrows.
• FREE!
 Nation-wide message service!
• Fill nut blank form at !nformation desk in Union.
• Leave form at desk in W1YA Box.
• We'll say "Hi!" to Mom and Dad for you!
Questions? Contact: Alan 947-1220/Rob 866-2300
RE-ELECT THOMAS J. DAVIS
COUNTY COMMISSIONER DISTRICT II
• Owner of Davis Dairy Farms
• Penobscot County Extension Service Executive Committee Member• Penobscot Consortium Private Industry Council Member
• Penobscot County's Representative to Heart of Maine/Resource Conservation and Development Area
• Corinth Area Kiwanis Charter Member
• Agway Council Member
• 15 Years Selectman /Assessor — 12 Years as Chairman of the Town of Kendt3skeag• Former 4 Term Chairman of the F;.!-Tnee... Horn; Adm;rii,,,tidtton
 c ounty c omrnittee• Former Member of the Executive Committee
Penobscot Valley Regional Planning Commission
• Farm Bureau Member — Former State and County Director of Maine Farm Bureau• Former Chairman of the Penobscot County
Agricultural Stabili7ation Conservation Service (ASCS)
• Former Director of the Maine Dairy Industry Association
PROVEN EXPERTISE IN:
• Controlling County and Municipal Budget'.
• Assessing Property Valuations
• Road Construction
• Personnel Management
-Penobscot County Cornmis-
sicners reduced this year's
budget by 4.6174, without cur-
tailing necessary services.
Good business sense counts!'
BUSINESS SENSE ACCOUNTABILITY ACCESSIBILITY
PAID FOR BY THOMAS J. DAVIS
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• Presidentiai campaign
Bush re-ignites character issue in his trip south
MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP) — Ala-
bama never saw George Bush in the 1988
general election campaign. but there he was
on Saturday as he tried to fight his way back
in the presidential race.
The night before, the president was in
Florida talking about visiting a free CuIv. in
"! ay second term as president."
As Bush weaved through Kentucky. Flor-
ida, Alabama. Texas and Louisiana this
weekend, there were fresh signs that his
campaign would intensify its already sharp
attacks on Democratic front-runner Bill
Clinton in the final week.
Bush is using time-tested Republican
themes, and hoping the biting attacks he and
surrogates make on Clinton's character sway
voters in the final days.
To hear Bush tell it. Clinton is eager to
raise taxes and spending but shy about tell-
ing the truth, a soft-on-crime political cha-
meleon who wants to be all things to all
people, and whose promise of change will
certainly change things for the worse.
"The American people forgive. but they
are entitled to something other than waffling
and a pattern of deception as president of the
United States," Bush told a rally Saturday
in Montgomery.
He is using new television and radio ads
to take the same approach. slamming Clinton
as untrustworthy. Bush's remarks often ap-
pear tame when compared to those of the
speakers who precede him at rallies.
In Montgomery on Saturday. Republi-
can Gov. Guy Hunt. Montgomery. Ma.(-ir
 ffMMIENINI
i ,/,0A&._ ._. --SCA,TEEt Clo 1ldon 1 1
Gordon Miller
Cf2ocoratE and cjudyE
5% OFF With Student ID
46 MAIN STREET
Proprietor ORONO, MAINE 04473 866-3890
1 Religion
and the
-4a.+-4ftL..IL v
Dr. Michael Coffman earned his Ph.D. in Forest Environmentalscience. He taught for ten years in academia, then managedresearch for a major forest products company, working andwriting in the areas of forest ecology and technology.
Dr. Coffman was chairman of the forest and paper industry's AirQuality and Forest Health Research Task Group, overseeing AidRain and Global Climate Change research, along with relatedwetlands and wildlife reseal ch.
Lecture & Discussion
Thursday, October 29
7:30-8:30 pm
North Bangor Lounge
Memorial Union
Co-sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ
and InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
4—
Emory Folmar and GOP Rep. Bill Dickin-
son all played to the region's patriotism by
calling Clinton a "draft dodger."
Sportsman Ray Scott. a longtime Bush
fishing buddy, labeled Clinton a "sissy"
and said that was evident "by how he kind
of swishes his back end."
Folmar. Bush's state campaign chair-
man. twice shouted "Where's Jesse Jack-
son?" and wondered aloud how Clinton had
managed to keep Jackson and "all of them
out of the way.• •
Folmar also asked "Where's Ted
Kennedy?" and answered himself by say-
ing Kennedy was "in the closet."
The attacks drew a stern rebuke from
Clinton aides. who painted Bush as desper-
ate and questioned whether Folmar was
"play ing the race card" with his conunents
about Jackson.
Clinton communications director George
Stephanopoulos said, "They can talk about
sleaze all day long but it's not going to make
the president's economic record any better.
It is not going to create any jobs. It is not
going to fix the health care system and it is
not going to educate our kids. President
Bush is always reduced to his worst instincts
as we get close to an election."
"Character is a very important issue in
this lace." campaign spokeswoman Tone
Clarke said Saturday when asked about theintensifying attacks of recent days.
Bush in every' rally speech strikes an
optimistic note, like Saturday's promise "to
achieve another stunning upset victory."
Like Alabama and Florida. Louisiana
never got a Bush visit in the 1988 general
election because Bush was so far ahead.
Only Kentucky saw Bush this close to
the election four years ago.
"Things are a lot tougher this year. noquestion." said Bush deputy,' campaign man-
ager Mary Matalin. "But things are moving
our way. and we are going to win the South
and go on to win this thing."
New polls released Saturday in Georgia
showed Bush trailing Clinton, and a recent
Alabama poll had the race a dead heat. It's
much the same in Florida and Louisiana.
and Clinton leads in Kentucky. Even in
Texas. Bush's adopted home state, new
weekend polls showed Clinton with a nar-
row lead a little more than a week from the
election.
"We're happy to have Bush campaign-
ing in all these Republican states," said
Clinton pollster Stanley Greenberg.
"He's got horrendous problems in the
Midwest but is pinned down in the South,"
echoed Emory's Black. "He's running
scared."
Playing in the rain may
not be the best idea.
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• Review
Maine Masque opens season with 'The Foreigner'By Tracey Lewia
Volunteer Writer
Maine Masque opened their fall seasonthis weekend with the presentation of theObie award-winning play "The Foreigner."It's the first play in the eight-part seriesto be presented in Hauck Auditorium
The play ran Thursday through Sunday
and drew unexpected crowds.
"It's been really iewarding," directorTom Mikotowicz, an assistant professor inthe University of Maine's department oftheater and dance, said. "We've exceeded
all expectations."
The play had an ensemble cast of seven.The audience was entertained by Lou John-
son as Froggy LeSuer and Ann Fellows as
Betty Meeks, along with strong performanc-
es by Aaron Jones, Deborah Elz, Brian Hinds
and Chris Snipe.
"It works as a collaborative effort," Miko-
in search of a peaceful vacation. He feignsignorance of the English language to avoidinteraction with the locals. The locals feelfree to discuss anything in his presence. It is
"It's been really rewarding. We've
exceeded all expectations."
Director Tim Mikotowicz
tow icz said. "We have a great cast and crew."
The play illustrates the story of Charley
Baker, played by junio: Eric Moore.
The Briton, Charley, travels to Georgia
Music
from page 3
MacAuslan said.
There were several movements to this
work. The first featured the guitar with
smooth and unobtrusive entries by the flute.
Another section was very traditional and
reminiscent of clan and highlander music.
The guitar was gently tapped in place of adrum.
The piece and the performance finished
on an uplifting note. The work sounded
more contemporary, af: if it easily could
have had lyrics.
Closing one's eyes, the image of Scot-
tish children playing in the sun and tall green
grass could almost be seen.
Musica Femina was a very engaging
experience. It was also extremely well at-
tended for being in competition with the Not
On the Mall movie series.
It was exciting to watch the great style and
skill with which Aspen and MacAuslan per-
formed. The information about composers
and the historical context of the works pro-
vided between sets were also enlightening.
The elegant wooden stands, antique-look-ing costumes and lavender and lace back-drop all acted to enhance the performance.
Musica Femina transcended its goal tobe more than a performance; it was truly aninformance.
through their conversations Charley learns alot about family, romance, religion and the
Ku Klux Klan.
"This is the second time I've seen it,"
Beth Miller, a UMaine graduate, said. "Ithas a nice theme of bringing out the best inpeople who aren't valued by others.
"I liked the theme of anti-discrimina-
tion. Being the kind person that Charley ishelped others to develop themselves."
The strong theme did not limit the play'spotential for comedy.
"It was very funny from the very start,"
Anas McKenna, an exchange student, said."
It had very good acting."
The response to the production was sur-
prising. Although expected to be popular, it
surpassed expectations.
"Last year's numbers were pretty bad,"
Sean Cooper, historian of The Maine Mas-
que, said. "Numbers are up to double what
we did for last year's first show."
•k It' 
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The best deal in town.
Italian • Mexican Duffalo Wines 44C
American • ccd(tails Draft Deer 7/4tBurgers • Children's Menu
Open 7 days. a week for both lunch and dinner.Located 4!in Bangor Mail Boulevard, otaxtto Shop 'n tave.
Special programs in the FFA Room include:
1-1:30 Returning Study Abroad Panel
2-2:30
3-330
4-4:30
Career Development from Study Abroad
Life-long Impact on Study Abroad
Financing Study Abroad
Other programs to be scheduled.
• Widen your educational horizons.
• Earn academic credits toward graduation.
• Develop sensitivity to people of other regions and cultures.
• English-language opportunities throughout the world
• Language immersion programs
.•711.,A0tv
Study Away Information Fair
Thursday, October 29 • Bangor and Sutton Lounges, Memorial Union • 1 5pmSponsored by the Office of International Programs
Jazzercise is a great exercise to improve "It's so fun you don't know you're exer-
mu sc le tone, flexibility, coordination, cising," Amy Davis, aerobics and jazzercise
strength and cardiovascular endurance, instructor at the University of Maine, said.
Jazzercise classes incorporate modern, General reaction to jazzercise has been
up-beat music with dance-based choreo- positive. Once people are introduced to the
graphed movements. Ability ranges from workout, they tend to like it, she said. Davis
low-impact to challenging depending on an has taught the classes around the world,
individual's ability. During the same work- including places like Texas, Florida and
out, individuals can choose how hard to Germany.
work. Calories burned range from 250 to The most difficult obstacle is motivation,
350 for a one hour session. Davis explained. UMaine students agree.
The Maine Campus, Monday, October 26, 1992
40 Fitness
UMam. e offering free jazzercise classes this week
Two free jazzercise sessions are being Everybody starts studying then."
offered this Tuesday and Thursday at 7:30 All students are encouraged to attend
p.m. in the Memorial Gym'sall-purpose room. the sessions. If, like junior English major
Sophomore Michelle Dutil said she Chrissy Strong, you don't know anything
would probably not attend a session, even about jazzercise, take the time to check it
though it is free. out.
"It's 3 matter of getting down to the "It'd be interesting to see what it's about,"
gym," she said. Strong said.
Erica Parkhurst, UMaine sophomore, "It sounds like a great way to get or
agreed. "If a bunch of my friends went. I'd stay in shape," Tom Roux, senior English
go. But 7:30 p.m. is kind of a weird time. major, said.
• Tax evasion
Robert Bork takes over as Leona Helmsley's defense attorney
NEW YORK (AP) A rejected Su-
preme Court nominee on Friday argued for a
new trial for fallen hotel queen Leona Helms-
ley, insisting the jailed tax evader never said,
"Only the little people pay taxes."
"She actually said, 'I don't pay the taxes,
Harry and the little people pay taxes," Robert
Bork, who recently took charge of Mrs.
Helmsley's defense, told a three-judge panel
of the 2nd U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals.
Mrs. Helmsley, 72, is serving a four-
year sentence at the federal prison in Dan-
bury, Conn.
The billionaire businesswoman was con-
victed in 1989 of evading $1.2 million in
income taxes and fined millions. Much was
made at her trial of the colorful remark that
a former housekeeper testified ,he over-
heard.
Mrs. Helmsley, who wasn't in court Fri-
day, has denied making the comment.
Bork contended that Mrs. Helmsley de-
serves a new trial because prosecutors knew
they were using false evidence. "It's plain
the government is now involved in a cover-
up," fork said
In an immediate challenge, Judge Jon 0.
Newman said he could not understand Bork
making such a serious charge.
The judges, Newman, James L. Oakes
and Lawrence W. Pierce, did not rule imme-
diately, and their decision may take weeks.
While there was "overwhelming evi-
dence of a tax fraud," the evidence connect-
ing Mrs. Helmsley to it was "extremely
tenuous," Bork said. During the time the
Helmsleys were accused of evading $2 mil-
lion in taxes, they were paying $60 million
to the government, he said.
is a paid advertisement
Harry Helmsley, 83, was tound mentally
incompetent to stand trial.
Assistant U.S. attorney Cathy Seibel
countered that everything Bork was ques-
tioning could have been questioned by the
defense at trial. "The defendants are not
entitled to a second bite of the apple," she
said.
Bork took over Helmsley's appeal af-
ter another attorney, Alan Dershowitz,
failed to convince the 2nd U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals that the sentence should
be reversed.
VOTE STEVENS, SHE'S ONEOF US!•
Announcing the Steve Grady
Creative Writing Competition
Prizes in Journalism
. • News
• Feature
• Opinion
Prizes in English
- Poetry
- Fiction
Deadline: November 30, 1992
For more information see the
Journalism Department in 107 Lord Hall
or the English Department
in 304 Neville.
\\ 1
Periodical
Databases
New on the URSUS System
Expanded Academic Index (EAI)
Indexes 1,500 scholarly & general periodicals
Covers the past five years
Replaces InfoTrac
Maine Union List of Serials (MUI,S)
Periodical holdings for most Maine Libraries
Your Comments are Needed
The University of Maine System, Bowdoin, Bates and
Colby were given a grant to add EAT & MULS to
their catalogs. The grant requires your participation.
1. Try EAI & MULS.
2. Fill out a questionnaire for one or both.
3. Return questionnaires to the Reference Desk.
Questionnaires available at the Reference Desk & near the first floor I 'RSI 'S Terminal,
t6, 1992
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The University Democrats Endorse
the Orono Democratic Candidates.
VOTE FOR
FOR STATE SENATOR DISTRICT 11
O'DEA, JOHN J.,
ORONO
VOTE FOR FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE
DISTRICT 129
CATHCART, MARY R.,
ORONO
VOTE FOR FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE
ORONO
VOTE FOR
ON D FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER DISTRICT 2EARMAN, JAMES N.,
ORONO
John O'Dea Senate
Mary Cathcart House
Kathleen Stevens House
9
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EditorialPage
• Column
Mr. Clean
Jill Berryman
My friend says I'm afraid to go into his apartment. He lives
off campus with four other manly men. Don't get me wrong. I
like his roommates but they have this warped sense of what
clean is.
Cleaning for these guys is throwing their garbage out the
front door hereby bringing new meaning to the words taking out
the garbage, much to the delight of their neighbors.
I'm not saying that I enjoy cleaning, just ask my mother how many times she
had to ask me to vacuum before I actually did it. The thing is, there is a point in our
lives when cleaning becomes a necessity, namely when we move out of our par-
ent's house and mom is no longer around to pick up the dirty underwear off the
bathroom floor.
Well, the guys in my friend's apartment haven't come to the realization that
dishes don't clean themselves. One of these manly men even resorted to going next
door to get a glass of water because he didn't have any clean glasses at his place.
There were glasses at his apartment. they were all in the sink waiting to be washed.
I've even heard that these guys will throw away plates instead of washing them.
The plates had been in the sink for three or four weeks in "mucky" water before
they finally had to get rid of them. For those of you who are not familiar with
"mucky" water, it is brown water with food and other unidentifiable objects float-
ing around in it. "Mucky" water should not be used to clean dishes.
Even though the dishes had been seakiag in "water" for an extended period.
food had solidified on them and all hopes of getting it off were lost. Some of the
dishes were saved though, they were hosed off outside.
As for the bathroom, that's what I am really afraid of. These manly men are
afraid to clean their toilet. I'm afraid to get anywhere near it.
Around the toilet are the remains of the toilet paper rolls. They don't have a
trash can in the bathroom so the empty rolls just fall to the floor and get kicked be-
hind the toilet.
And speaking of toilet paper. when they run out they are to lazy to go buy more.
Instead they resort to other paper products, such as notebook paper. I hear if you
crumple it enough, it becomes soft. I don't think so.
Their sink is clogged and instead of throwing Drano or possibly something more
industrial strength down there, they let it slowly drain through the emergency drain,
you know, those little holes in the front of the sink you tried to stick your fingers in
as a kid. Of course the water has to reach the level of the holes before it can drain,
I think this is how water becomes "mucky" but this is bathroom mucky which in-
cludes shaving cream and hair.
As for the bathtub, there is mold on the shower curtain. I've often asked myself
as I'm scrubbing the ring out of the tub, if we are cleaning ourselves in the shower,
why doesn't the shower stay clean too? And doesn't soap scum seem like a contra-
diction of terms? There should he some sort of a bathroom grenade that would ster-
ilize everything. Just pull the pin, throw it in and stand back. If only it were that
simple.
Names have been withheld to protect one of the manly men from his mother,
who would he appalled if she knew.
Jill Berryman is a journalism major who is giving the manly men Mr. C7,-:p
Christmas.
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• Computer clusters
WPM computers?
The library, Memorial Union and Nev-
ille all have computers. We students know
that. However, these computers air not ac-
cessible to students who want to use them for
enjoyment, as well as homework
As students, we pay many dollars into
the system that purchases said computers.
That same system says students cannot
play 'games' on any of these computers,
even at night, when the demand for termi-
nals is below capacity.
Last year, myself and other fellow
`mudders' used to play in Neville Hall, on
those terminals. Now if one does that, a
message comes on screen threatening re-
moval from the system if those games are
continued.
So we complied, and were playing in
the union. The cluster, at the time early in
the semester, was never full and our play-
ing never caused any problems.
However, one day a cro-magnon turned
off a computer when a 'mudder' went to the
bathroom. His defense (there were other
open terminals) was that this was not al-
lowed at the cluster. Guess that means that
courtesy was not allowed either.
The understanding since then is that
'mudding,' or similar games are not al-
lowed at any of the clusters.
The then question is this — why are we
told we cannot do these things on the
computers my five years of tuition and
fees have helped finance? We pay the
technology fee, as all other students, and
want to use the computers as we want to.
We (mudders) are not greedy, aca-
demics do come first. But we can't under-
stand why ` niudders' cannot use the ter-
minals at night, when they are not being
used for academic purposes.
Another sloution would be to refund
the fees, and let us buy our own terminals,
for what we want.
• Communication
Kap an open mind
This is a college campus. This is sup-
posed to be a place of learning, of free
exchange of views and knowledge. In the
most basic sense, this is a place to discover
and learn about other people and views.
Not too many weeks ago, a man was
standing alone in the center of a ring of
about 120 people. He was holding a Bible
and talking about God. He was also hurl-
ing insults and using terms like "woman"
like it was an insult.
The "audience" for their part, was
shouting questions, yelling insults, and
muttering amongst themselves.
It was a religious debate-, one man
stood and attempted to answer the ques-
tions of the crowd. To some extent, there
was a discussion.
But it was not a free-flowing debate. One
man was forcing others to listen to his views,
and the crowd was reacting negatively.
The point is this: since this is a place of
learning, all students here should be able to
have discussions and even disagreements
without resorting to insults. We have a
responsibility to treat each other fairly.
Personal attacks only anger, they do not
prove points or make one person "right."
One can learn from people, not just
from books. Keep an open mind, and
college can be an even greater learning
experience than what you do in class.
If you want to, listen to the words or
ideas of someone different from you. If
people want to hear what you have to say,
tell them. But don't inflict your beliefs on
others. And don't insult people when try-
ing to communicate. It turns them off.
The
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• The military
ResponsePage
[,ROTC
Keep the military and keep the faith
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to all the letters
written in regards to the military. I am really
concerned about the number of people who
oppose having a national militia. How do you
think American became the land of opportu-
nity? Men and women died to protect the
freedom we have today. The media tells us we
no longer have the threat of foreign hostility.
Groups crying peace believe we can now live
in perfect harmony, that if hostility arises
we'll just refuse to listen and it will go away.
We live in a very diversified world. A
human's natural instinct is to protect him-
self. The MPAC group doesn't feel that we
should interfere with other countries. If we says when people start crying peace and safe-
don't protect others from men like Saddam ty you will know that I am coming soon.
Hussein and diminish our own military we You may not believe the Word of God, but
will be as much of a target for an offensive it should be given a chance. People have tried
attack as any of the smaller countries in the everything else the world has to offer and
Middle East. have not found the answer. Why are they so
I'm sorry to say that perfect peace is not reluctant to ask God to show them the truth?
possible unless attitudes change and people I said God, not a priest, not a minister, not an
start living by the Golden Rule: Do unto evengelist, not a rabbi, not a theologian, not a
others as you would have them do unto you. philosopher.
This will not happen until everyone believes God is the only one who can reveal the
in the only Truth; Jesus Christ said "I am the truth to you, but if you don't seek him you'll
Truth, the Life, and the Way." Everyone is never find the truth.
trying to fill that small void in their lives by
fighting for a cause or looking for something Lisa Lacombe
new. The Bible says fight for the faith. It also Rec Sports
• Election Day
Voting is important and a lot of fun
To the Editor
Let me tell you, this voting stuff is fun. I
voted in 1988 and I'm looking forward to
Nov. 3 1992. Why? Because voting and that
feeling you get when you're with the one you
love — it's identical.
Okay, so I'm easily taken to hyperbole;
but can you blame me? On this campus alone
we're pushing about 80 percent student/vot-
er registration. That's great, and, we, as
students, have two local heros on the ticket.
Stevens and O'Dea. We are finally in a
position, as students and residents of this
Orono Community, to put a cap on the B.O.T.
and bring education back to the university
where it belongs. Our education doesn't be-
long to Alumni Hall or that small group of
people who make the iules. Our education
belongs to the students of the university and
the residents of this area. Only our own can
empower us. Don't squander your vote be-
cause of some pithy excuse.
So, listen, we are the only ones who can
make things better for ourselves. John O'Dea
is one of me and you. Kathleen Stevens is
one of me and you. Quite frankly only those
UMaine individuals, who have student's
and local concerns running hot through
their veins will take care of UMaine stu-
dents and the community which supports it.
Cause and effect:
Registering isn't enough. You have to
vote. After you vote you have to support
your candidate. You can rest a bit after that.
In two years this cycle will repeat itself. Get
used to it. Be a part. Vote, live, learn and
grow. Vote.
John Reeves
Orono
P.S. think about this: Why would a mouse
vote for a cat? Why would a cat vote for a dog?
Do you understand what I am saying?
• Rape
Sexual assault is not a 1 a
To the Editor:
I sent the following letter to Hubris last
spring. They have refused to print it. and
they have continued to publish the offend-
ing "cartoon" ("My Life Of Crime").! hope
you will print this letter for me.
To the guys at Hubris, and especially
Steve Kurth:
Steve Kurth's cartoons in the last issue of
Hubris, concerning a woman who was raped
by her boyfriend, were among the most
violent and degrading images I've ever seen
passed off as serious commentary. Steve,
I'd like to think you were trying to make
some intelligent, sensitive, worthwhile point,
Hit I can't imagine what it was.
I'd like you to understand a couple of
things:
1) Rape is not comparable in any way to
cheating on a test, stealing a beer, pinching
a butt, or drinking yourself blind. Rape can
ruin someone's life. How can you trivialize
it like that?
2) We didn't "all have to deal with" this
woman's rape. She was raped. She had to
deal with it. She was violently attacked by
someone she trusted. It may have been un-
pleasant for you, but you can't imagine what
the hell it was for her.
Regarding your previous cartoon, in
which a woman was sold to drug dealers by
her travelling companions. I don' t even know
where to start Couldn't you even suggest
• g matter
that that's not OK!
Did you ever stop to think that half of
your readers are women? Did you wonder
what it would be like for a woman to read
what you wrote? It's like somebody drop-
ping a load of sewage on your head in the
middle of a sunny day. I don't need you to
tell me this stuff is going on; I'm well
aware of it. I'm tired of having to claw my
way up through the sewage in order to
breathe.
Your cartoons weren't just innocent an
describing misogynist attacks. Your car-
toons were mysogynist attacks.
Diana Chace
Old Town
Educate,
don't expel
To the Editor:
The recent discussion abotit the YR' and
its futureoncampuscovereda varietyofasmts.
I'd like to make another point.
The Raw on campus is a burden in some
sense, but it also bath the chance for the
awdemic world to educate risme offims as
concerned citizens. This evident] y bears the risk
of conflict, since the military ultimately wants
skilLs not scholars. The university shouldn't
compromise on the regular curriculum One
should also make an effort, to update the armed
faces and the ROTC on recent developments in
the society. However, banning the RUIV from
campus should not be an option!
As far as I can see, the U.S. (like most
nations) will continue to have armed forces.
There is no significant political pulp whatsoev-
er, which challenges this policy. So far, armed
forces have always found ways to recruit and
train personnel. A general ban of the RUM
would just require to establish new military
schools. In that case, the reserve officers would
no longer remive training in the envirorunent of
public universities, where they are exposed to
challenging opinions and controversial discus-
sions throughout their non military curriculum
and within the campus community.
In conclusion, the academic community
should try to keep the ROIron iwnpus in order
to maintain some influences on the education of
this important group of the society. I'd rather
have some stains in the ivory caste, than an
army of intellectually inbred officers.
Christian Hahn
Sawyer Research Center
Letters to the Editor
should be no longer
than 250 words and
may be sent to:
The Maine Campus
Suite 7A Lord Hall
Orono, ME. 04469
The Maine Campus reserves
the right to edit all
submissions for length,
taste and libel.
Dogs
Don't bark up the wrong nvie with more re
lo the Editor:
Whether students and faculty know it or
not the state of Maine has leash laws that
should be enforced locally. Owners who let
their dogs roam at large are subject to fines
under these laws. Many cities and towns
have more specific regulations regarding
leash laws.
The comment made by Mr. Macomber in
a recent article, irritated me as I ant a dog
owner. I wondered if this person knows about
the state Humane Laws regarding animals.
Any animal tied to trees, posts. etc., without
visible shelter and access to water is also a
violation of state laws. Miss Scott experi-
enced a very negative incident with a dog.
Dogs left alone on chains become frustrated
and with so many people walking by. react in
such a manner. This type of incident gives rise
to more negative responses.
Instead of more regulations, enforce laws
already on the books and educate student dog
owners on the UMaine campus. Free infor-
mation is available from the State Animal
Welfare Board on State Laws. Information on
general veterinarians and the American Ken-
nel Club (AKC).
Getting together to share ideas and solu-
tions to problems that arise with dogs on
ations
campus is better than more regulations.
Perhaps The Maine Campus would be
willing to print short articles on general dog
care as it pertains to students at liMaine and
the Animal Welfare Laws, occasionally.
I would he glad to help.
Denyse M. Adams
Student in AMT Program.
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By Carl Paul
For Monday, October 26
IFTODAV IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: You
enjoy keeping an air of secrecy around your
true thoughts and feelings, rarely revealing the
true, inner you, even to those you love. You
have a powerful constitution, but a tendency to
push yourself beyond all physical and mental
limitations can open the door to health prob-
lems. With sufficient rest and a proper diet,
there is very little you can't accomplish!
ARIES (March 21 - Apri119): You may
find it necessary to make a few adjustments
in your financial approach in order to keep
the peace in an important relationship. With
more than yourself to consider, get your
priorities in order.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Don't
pass up the opportunity for a fresh start in a
personal relationship that has gone sour.
Make amends with a colleague or family
member now, otherwise the situation may
no longer be salvageable.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Even
though you may not care to follow through
in this particular instanc a new romantic
attraction can give you unique and fresh
perspective on your true relationship needs.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Some
minor sacrifices may become necessary in
order to please a lover or a child, but it is a
small price to pay for someone you care so
much about! The favor will be returned in
kind down the road.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): A whole new
level of excitement can be attained in an
existing romance by indulging your most
sensual fantasies! Those who are unattached
could find their soul mate tonight, so get out
and mingle!
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): A pleasant
surprise could arrive regarding a parent or
loved one. A reconciliation is likely be-
tween warring factions at home, or a tense
situation could be relieved through an unex-
pected turn of events.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): The ability
to clearly communicate your deepest emo-
tions allows you to share your unique point
of view with someone who could benefit
from your experience.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23- Nov. 21): There is
a touch of genius to your ideas, particularly
in regard to financial matters. Don't let the
negativity of doom-sayers deter you from
following your intuition.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Increased self-awareness helps you recog-
nize exactly what you want form work,
those around you, and life in general. This
heightened sense of direction has you feel-
ing very optimistic!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) Inno-
vative ideas may show flashes of genius, but
they can also distract you from what is hap-
pening around you. You're susceptible to
romantic attractions in which your hormones
make all your choices for you.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Bril-
hant perceptions into your own psyche un-
leash creative talents that enable you to
better express yourself. Make good use of
enhanced intuition.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): A friend
proves to be a significant factor in your at-
tempt to resolve a career question. With their
experience as a barometer, you conceive an
innovative solution to a tough dilemma.
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For Tuesday, October 27
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: A
true individualist, you have no fears of being
"different" and are not the sort who cares to
fit in with the crowd. Fashion trends and
superficial small talk you'll gladly leave to
others. You much prefer the company of a
select group of friends, as far from the rat
race as possible!
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Quarrels
with your partner ovu.k._;w to handle joint
finances may heat up. Seeking the advice of
a friend on this issue only serves to make
matters worse! Patiently attempt to work out
a compromise between you.
TAURUS (April 20- May 20): The
right information can save you hours of
pointless effort, so listen intently to the
conversations around you to pick up bits and
pieces of information wherever you can.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Problems
you encounter while trying to complete a
project at work aren't anyone's fault, they
just happened. Don't take it out on your
coworkeis subordinates!
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Don't
celebrate too soon when an exciting op-
portunity on the career front comes your
way. This is only a chance to achieve, the
degree to which you succeed depends
entirely on your hard work and determi-
nation.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): You can
change your perspective on life in general
by simply taking charge of your immediate
environment. A fresh coat of paint or a few
brightly colored flowers can do wonders for
your disposition!
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Direct-
ly confronting a mysterious discrepancy
between a friend's words and his actions
only serves to further shroud him in se-
crecy. A tactful approach gets much bet-
ter results.
LIBRA (Sept. 23- Oct. 22): The skillful
execution of carefully constructed plans in
recent weeks results in a crowning personal
achievement! This is the first step up the
ladder of continued success!
SCORPIO (Oct. 23- Nov. 21): A friend
wants something so badly that she's getting
drawn into a fantasy world. Don't allow
yourself to be caught up in someone else's
wishful delusions. You've reality to deal
with.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Pressure that has been building up at work
recently could spill over into your personal
life. Talk about the stress you feel rather
than venting it on a loved one.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 -Jan. 19) Some-
times the best way to gain perspective in a
romantic situation is to ask someone you
trust who is totally uninvolved. Call a dis-
tant friend in search of their opinion, they'll
steer you right.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): A
curious colleague may begin to pry into your
private life where they have no business
being. Let them know in no uncertain terms
that some areas are strictly off limits!
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): You
don't need the hassle of added responsibility
now, so let others take the lead and make the
tough decisions. If something goes wrong,
and it probably will, then it is their problem,
not yours!
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New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS 33 "When was
I Served
perfectly
3 Complain
11 Type of electron
tube
14 1.3.3ked
is Turgenev's
birthplace
16 Billie Sol —
17 Concerning
111 Actress Turner
IS Sacred vocal
work
20 Memorable Met
star
23 Fields
24 Convened
Is Tabby
24 Rebuff
31 Author of ` The
Devils
Dictionary'
Gilbert
37 Freeman F
Gosden role
30 Mount the
soapbox
40 Pop star
43--- a minute
44 Observed
45 Cob, on the
Yonne
44 Great Venetian
painter
48 Pedestal
section
SO Airport abbr
St Cow or ewe,
sometimes
13 Play
57 Israel &aline
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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11 En (Watch
it!)
54 Lucre
GS Weak, as an
excuse
44 First sign of
spring
57 Daughter of
James II
SS Cupid, to Zeno
U Contemptible
person
70 Require
71 Transmitted
DOWN
1 . carry -
stick"
City in Crete
3 Mistake
4 Farm-machine
manufacturer
S Side dish
$ An inland sea
7 City on the
Truckee
II Projects
• A kick
downstairs
to 'When the host
I Master Melvin
12 Ruby or
Frances
12 Eit:a.L.F.
technique
21 Empty talk
22 Flatfish
25 Shipping-room
item
26 A literary Bell
27 High schoolers
No.0914
1111!IIII
2s x 2
31
33 34 313 36 37 38 311 4
*3 41 42
45
46 47
5/3 1 S4 SS SI
2,4 You Lve. to
Caipurrua
SO Offered a puzzle
32 Work units
33 With
Judy. 1948 Film
35 Singer Baker
36 Famed
Surrealist
35 Mets place
41 Car seat
adjunct
42 Beholden
47 U.S sea arm
40 United
52 Lombardy's
capital
54 Van Gogh slept
here
tv1;-s.
SG Shakespeare's
misanthrope
S7 January 13.10
Cato
SS One minus one
EA Left
40 Robin's roost
si ChAro.-
fit Plural Otis
53 Creek
Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-420-
5656 (754 each minute).
Corrections
To bring a correction to our at-
tention, contact the Editor at 581-
1271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office in the
basement of Lord Hall.
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career.
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $299 per minute, which is billedto your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or Older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
,961.9MIltattforlw-sa...,
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Cathcart foram
from page 1
spond to calls within one to two days from
any of my constituents, even in the other
three towns. I think the citizens of Orono
have a special advantage in having me here
representing them.
How do you balance the needs of stu-
dents versus the needs of the community?
I hear from more faculty and profession-
al staff than students. I doil't really hear
from too many students though I represent a
lot of them in my district. So I would say I
have to keep students in mind, and I do in
issues like increasing tuition. I sent a letter
last year asking the Trustees not to raise
tuition but to come up with other ways of
making the cuts. So I certainly think I keep
tht.. students in mind.
What is your connection to the univer-
sity?
I serve on two university committees as
the community member-at-large. I'm on the
permanent Council on Women, this is my
third year. President Lick appointed me to
that when he first established that. I think it's
very valuable to have a connection between
the university and the legislature for wom-
en. I serve on the Margaret Chase Smith
Lecture Series for Women.
I speak at least several times each seines-
ter to university classes. I've spoken to po-
litical science classes, social work, sociolo-
gy classes. I'm a subscriber to The Maine
Center for the Arts events. I feel like this is
part of my district even though I don't rep-
resent the campus. I feel I'm very closely
connected to the campus. That's one reason
people find me responsive.
Do you feel students are in touch with
the issues and are in touch with what's
going on?
I think so. I think it's very exciting now.
I went to the Jesse Jackson speech and saw
so many students there. This seems like the
most students involved in politics this elec-
tion that I've seen since the late '60s. They
seem to be quite aware of what's going on.
What is your position on gay rights?
I voted for the gay rights bill in the
legislature both times I've had the opportu-
nity. I just hope it passes next year. I see no
reason why anyone should be discriminated
against in the areas of housing, employ-
ment, public accommodates and credit.
To me it's like the Civil Rights Act of
1964. Here in Portland they're putting it out
to referendum. I grew up in the state of
Mississippi, if Lyndon Johnson and the Con-
gress had let the citizens of the State of
Mississippi vote whether they wanted civil
rights for black people in 1964, they never
would have had it. I view homosexuality as
just part of whoa person is. It's not a choice,
it's not a life style. It's just part of their whole
person and it's not something that they choose
or can change if they wanted to. I couldn't
change and be homosexual. don't sec why
we should expect them to hide that.
What made you decide to run again?
I like the work, it's challenging. I think
that I've done some very good things, par-
ticularly for women. I've sponsored three
bills on domestic abuse — one of those
strengthened the protection for abuse laws
and made it easier for people who are being
abused to get protection from the court. I
sponsored another bill this year that made
the third conviction of domestic violence
related crime a felony, a Class C punishable
up to five years in prison and a $5,000 fine.
I feel like I've really made a difference in
that area. It certainly hasn't stopped the
problem but I think we're getting where we
can be tougher with them.
I still find it challenging. I feel that I'm
making a difference.
What is you stand on abortion?
I'm pro chioce. I will support the bill that
would repeal out 48 hour waiting period.
Any other restrictions I would fight because
I think that it's a private decision that the
women should make and government
shouldn't have anything to do with it.
Sleepover
from page 1the idea of follow-up programs and more
dorm sleepovers.
"I'd like to thank everyone. Everything
was done with the greatest kindness," Walter
McDougall, professor of education, said.
McDougall, who slept in Knox, said he
talked with residents about student-faculty
relationships during his stay.
He also noted dorm living had changed
since he was an undergraduate at UMaine.
"For one, there is no House Mother!" he
said.
Gannett guest and Director of the Honors
Program, Ruth Nadelhaft. said students invited
her to see what they had done with their rooms.
"I can't believe what they can do to make
the cubicles into a home," she said.
Nadelhaft, who nevet had a dormitory
experience, said she had a great time and a
good night's sleep.
"I may come back," she said.
Dr. John Field, professor of electrical and
computer engineering, participated in Win,
Lose or Draw and Karaoke Night in Cumber-
land Hall.
Field said he found residents in the dorm
Beainning November 1, overnightparny inFaculty, Staff, and "C" student lots will rc.) long-
er be allowed. The reason for this ban is toinsure that when it snows the Grounds Crew, canplow these lots. A warning period will hi.,
effect prior to November 1, After that v chijesin violation will be ticketed S10 and eventi.la!IVtowed. Please help us to help you by parking
only in the red Student lots overnight. Thanksfor your cooperation with this requirement'
"have a close type of relationship, like a family."
"I was surprised at how quiet it was,"
Leslie Flemming, Oxford guest and dean of
Arts and Humanities, said.
Sleeping in the dorms was "a welcome
break from a two-month old," David Ban's-
Id, professor of physics and astronomy, said.
If there is some sort of continuation of the
faculty sleepoverpmgrain, the Hancock guest
said he would like to to bring his family.
Nadelhaft suggested a designated room in
the dorms so a faculty member could sleep
over weekly or monthly.
"A dinner followed by night activities
would be almost as good to form a nice
relationship" Flemming said.
Stephen Mathieu, a Cumberland RA, said
he transferred from a small college where
students knew faculty on a personal basis.
"By working with Campus Living, stu-
dents and faculty could get to know each other
betters, and we could bring that feeling to
LTMaine." he said.
As a reward for surviving a night in the
dorms, each faculty guest received a T-shirt with
the Campus Living logo and "JUST DID IT" on
the front and "I spent the night in a residence hall
in East/West Campus" on the back.
A note to all first-year srudenrs bonging thew(Sr
Get Smart!
k,” run into a probkm with your car,
make %We WU hong g into Smarts Auto Body an Old Town
• l'oreign and Domestic Repairs
• 24 Hour Wrecker Service
• Collision Repairs
• Complete Paint jobs
• Rust Repairs
• Reasonably-Priced
10% Student Discount
on Foreign and
Domestic Repairs with
your Mainetard
Smart's Auto Body
321 North Mai', Street. OM Town
Business Hours Phone: 827
-2331
Nights $ Weekends: 827-5634
Sid Smart, Owner
Old Town House of Pizza RestauranteOld Town Plan • Next to YMCA Call for Faster Delivery • 827-6144 • Fax 827-s c4
BUDGET SPECIAL
('Come check out our lunch special which is
served everyday until 4 pm. It includes a
small 8" cl;eese pizza (extra toppings are
50( apiece) a side salad, and a 12 oz
fountain drink all for only $2.99.
This special is eat in only so come in and
enjoy our big screen TV while you enjo),
meal.
 
) I
service & quality guaranteed I
Nage specifr ire of coupons when ordering phone
2 Large Cheese Pizzas
or One Large House Special
only $9.99
at the Oki Town House of Pizza Restaurante
827-6144
.1.1 
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at the Old Town Howe of Pizza Restaurant( I
827-6144
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*Art
Young artists receive
training at -13 Maine
By Ellen Cowperthwaite
Volunteer Writer
Artworks! ,an after school an program
for area children in grades 1-8, began
classes Friday in Carnegie Hall.
The program, sponsored by the Universi-
ty of Maine's Art Department, exposes chil-
dren to a wide variety of art techniques and
mediums, and is a unique tearhing experi-
ence for several art education majors. The
program is in its sixth year under the direction
of Lauri Hicks, a,;simani professor of art.
-The Artworks! program provides an
intensive experience with the visual arts.
which the public schools fail to provide. Art
is being cut all over,' Hicks said.
The program filled quickly with partic-
ipants. A separate program is being offered
to high school students in the spring.
The program emphasizes learning specif-
ic skills and knowledge. The curriculum is
designed and taught by an education majors.
"For many, this is their first experience
working with children in a controlled envi-
ronment, learning about the process and
discovery of teaching students in a real
classroom; organizing, presenting materi-
als, etc," Hicks said
Jennifer Cooley and ('hen Walton's
class of seventh and eighth graders are being
introduced to printmaking. This week, the
students created a print block of their own
I th poster hoard and Styrofoam cutouts,
emphasizing textures. In the upcoming
weeks, the0 he making their own silk-
screen designs and other types of block
prints.
"Teaching this group is kind of hit or
miss. TI as group tends to get bored easily
and needs to be challenged. This is new for
me because I get excited about everything...
they are hard to motivate," Cooley said.
11 secaind and third grade group is focus-
ing on the concept of portraits. During their
first class, they drew portraits of one another
with markers and painted self portraits from
Polaroid shots taken that aft:amain. Othci
upcoming projects for this group include cre-
ating clay portraits and mask making.
"We learn a lot from them and they learn
a lot from you, hopefully," Candice Russa:11,
one of the second grade instructors, said.
Russelt is currently a teacher for stu-
dents with special needs. She said she hopes
to use art in her special education teaching
Nick Beckwith, a junior art education
maior, said the experience of working with
24 second and third graders was "hectic."
-Twenty four little kids trying to wash out
their brushes and and the sink gets clogged;
that was a little crazy. The kids had fun.
though. You have to have things moving
constantlx. and keep them busy," he said.
The ..:hildrens' works will be exhibited
Dec. 5 in Carnegie Hall.
• Homophobia
Bill aims at making Oregon
legally against homosexuals
SALEM. Ore. (AP) — Jeanne Ryan
hopes to become a drug and alcohol coun-
selor. But the college senior, a lesbian, could
see her dreams end before they begin if
voters approve a potentially far-reaching
anti-gay initiative.
Measure 9 on the Nov. 3 ballot would put
Oregon on record as officially opposed to
homosexuality.
'The measure proposes a constitutional
amendment requiring government entities
— schools in particular — to help set "a
standard for Oregon's youth that recognizes
homosexuality, pedophili a, sadism and mas-
ochism as abnormal, wrong, unnatural and
perverse."
It also would bar using government mon-
ey or facilities to "promote, encourage or
facilitate" homosexuality.
"If someone wanted to push the issue
and say, 'She's a lesbian,' it's conceivable
the state could deny me a (counseling) li-
cense or pull one from me," said Ms. Ryan,
a student at Portland State University.
The measure seems to fly in the face of
Oregon's popular image as progressive
and hospitable to unconventional ideas
and people.
Most of the state's top politicians. in-
cluding Democratic Gov. Barbara Roberts
and Republican Sens. Bob Packwood and
Mark Hatfield, have come out against it.
But the measure's author, Lon Mabon,
said supporters are only trying to prevent
homosexuals from gaining what he calls
"special rights" and fostering their values.
"The homosexuals want to force society
to accept their lifestyle as good and nor-
mal," said Mahon, a Vietnam veteran and
former drug addict who says his life changed
after he found religious faith.
"We're going to stop the homosexuals'
new political agenda in its tracks in Oregon."
The state is one of four places in the
country where voters will soon grapple with
the politics of homosexuality.
In Colorado. a statewide ballot proposal
would block local governments from in..
eluding sexual orientation in anti-discrimi-
nation laws, overriding such protection al-
ready on the books in Denver, Aspen and
Boulder.
Voters in Tampa, Ha_ and Portland,
Maine, will decide whether to repeal city
ordinances protecting homosexuals from
discrimination in housing, jobs and public
accommodatims
Still. Oregon has become this year's main
battleground. mainly because Measure 9 is so
broad. Debate on the measure has been emo-
tional and divisive. Acs shunned rallies, say-
ing his Oregon Citizens Alliance isconcentrat-
ing its efforts on door-to-door campaigning.
A recent poll of 600 likely voters found
57 percent opposed to the measure, 35 per-
cent in favor and 8 percent undecided or
having no opinion. The margin of sampling
error was 4 percentage points.
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These are difficult times at UMaine.
We have all experienced the effects of the budget cuts.
It is crucial that we have effective and
responsive representation in Augusta.
It is up to you to send a strong
student voice to the legislature.
VOTE STEVENS ON NOVEMBER 3rd
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Dachau concentration camp cemetery damaged
BONN, Germany LAP) A cemetery for
victims of the Dachau concentration camp
was damaged and smeared with swastikas
Saturday. and foreigners in a half-dozen cities
were attacked.
A poll indicated that less than a third of
Germans would try to intervene if they wit-
nessed an attack on foreigners by right-wing
extremists.
Crosses or. about 50 graves of former slave
laborers at the Dachau concentration camp
were destroyed early Saturday. police said.
Swastikas were painted on tombstones and on
a memorial plaque in the nearby town of Ile-
berii ngen, in southwest Germany. The concen-
tration camp actually is near Nuremberg, to the
east, and has been turned into a memorial.
The Simon Wiesenthal Center on Satur-
day condemned a similar attack on a Jewish
memorial at the former Ravensbrueck con-
centration camp for women. Three firebombs
were tossed at the site late Tuesday, causing
only minor damage. Gentian media didn't
report the attack until Friday night.
Air Force ROTC units filled to capacity.
••••.NOT!
•
Don't believe everything you hear. The Air Force
continues to seek outstanding students to nit future officer
requirements. See yourself becoming a leader, graduating fromcollege as an Air Force officer with fully developed qualities ofcharacter and managerial ability. Notice, too, the opportunities.Like eligibility for scholarship programs that can pay tuition,textbooks, fees-even $100 in tax-free income each academi,
month.
Visualize a crisp uniform that reflects pride :n yourselfand your ability to accept challenge.
Get the picture? Now make a call!
Contact Captain Ken Burgess at 581-1384 or stop by 164College Avenue on the UMaine campus.
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"This attack is an attack against memory
and goes hand in hand with the racist violence
that has beset reunified Germany for months,"
Rabbi Abraham Cooper said in a statement
faxed from the center's Los Angeles office.
He also condemned the delay in reporting
the incident, saying it "seems to be an indica-
tion that authorities are not yet fully prepared
or inclined to take the necessary societal mea-
sures to curb these acts."
It was not clear why the incident was not
reported until German television earned a
brief item on its late Friday newscast.
In Greifswald, in northeast Germany. po-
lic.-e turned out in force overnight to halt battles
between about 60 foreign students and 100
right-wing extremists. No one was injured.
Tensions have been running high for days
following an atiack on a Moroccan student.
In Ingolstadt, north of Munich, police said
two men threw five firebombs at a shelter for
asylum-seekers late Fnday. No one was in-
jured, and the fire was quickly extinguished.
Attacks on refugee homes and foreigners
were also reported in four other cities across
the nation.
The ethnic violence began in August, when
young thugs attacked foreigners in the town
of Rostock. That incident triggered national
debate on asylum-seekers and the potentialfor rising neo-Nazism. It shocked many Ger-
mans because of the acquiescence or support
of some citizens.
A poll conducted for Spiegel magazine by
the amid Institute said 9 percent of those
questioned would "look on" if thugs at-
tacked foreigners.
One percent said they would "join in" the
violence, and 58 percent said they would walk
away, the study said. Only 29 percent said they
would "try to help the foreigners," Spiegel
said in a brief summary of the poll's results.
Keep your
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SPECIAL
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SportsNews
The Campus
Sports Ticket
A Mike Veriato goal with less than 15
minutes left in regulation lifted the Uni-
versity of New Hampshire over the Uni-
versity of Maine, 1-0, in action Sunday in
Durham. N.H.
The Black Bears fell to 7-4-3 and 3-4
in the North Atlantic Conference, wLlc
UNH improved to 7-6-2 and clinched a
playoff berth with a 5-2 NAC mark.
UMaine's Mike Dunphy failed to tie
the game when his penalty kick attempt
with 9:05 remaining went wide left.
UMaine was also forced to play a
man short when the Black Bears' Bob
Strong was disqualified at the 65 minute
mark.
Men's Soccer s. Central Conn.. 7
p.m
Thursday, Oct. 29
Women's Soccer vs. UNH, 2 p.m
•
Friday, Oct. 30
Hockey vs. New Brunswick, 7 p.m.
Saturday. Oct 31
Hockey vs. New Brunswick, 7 p.m.
Football vs. Delaware. 1 p.m.
Sunday, Nov. I
Men's Soccer vs. UMass, 1 p.m.
Magic accuses Thomas
NEW YORK (AP) — A person close
to Magic Johnson said the Los Angeles
Lakers star has accused Isiah Thomas of
spreading a rumor that Johnson may have
contracted the virus that causes AIDS
through homosexual contact, New York
Newsday reported.
"(Johnson) called him up and said. 'I
know you've been telling people that I'm
gay.—
 the unidentified source told News-
day. "Isiah denied it."
Thomas. in San Antonio for the Dc-
trot Pistons' exhibition game with the
Spurs on Thursday night, denied the
charge.
"I'm not even going to dignify that
with an answer.—
 
Thomas told News-
tia) .
oses, sti ances
HONG KONG (AP) — Ivan Lend!
advanced to the semifinals of the Hong
Kong Championships despite losing to
Michael Stich 5-7. 6-4, 64 in the third
round of the round-robin tournament
Lentil, who needed to win only one set
against Sitch to finish on top of his group.
will face Richard Krajicek in the semifinals.
Krajicek beat Alexander Volkov 6-3.
7-61,9-7).
Michael Chang beat F.mi lio Sanchez 6-
1. 6-1 and will face Goran Prpic in the other
semifinal. Prpic advanced Thursday.
NIMMENIMIlk 
• Hockey team wins, ties in opening weekend
• Football squad outgunned by UConn, 37-30
• Profile of Excellence: The Blue Line Club
• UMaine hockey
Hockey kicks off new season with win, tie
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
with fellow newcomer Paul Kariya on the w hen asked how he would assess the week-Black Bears' Baby Boomer line, combined end. "We still have some work to do onfor 12 points (six goals, six assists) over two penalty killing and execution. hut its a greatFrom whai was visible this weekend, it's games in leading the top-ranked UMaine learning experience for them to get sonicsafe to say that the advance press clippings squad to a 9-1 win and a 3-3 overtime tie Hockey East action under their belts."of the University of Maine hockey team's versus *10 Providence College this week- Kariya, who had a goal and an assistfirst-year phenoms were definitely well- end. Friday and a pair of goals Saturday, claimeddeserved. 
'The young guys played fantastic offen- he was "really nervous" prior to playing hisTwins Peter and Chds Ferraro, coupled sively," UMaine Coach Shawn Walsh said
sena
Sec HOCKEY on page 18
UMaine left wing Kent Salfi (22) scores an apparent goal in the UMaine hockey team's 9-3 romp over Providence Friday.But Salfi's goal was dIsallowed due to an interference call. (Kiesow photo.)
• Profile of Excellence
Blue Line Club provides support
to UMaine hockey team
By Chris DeBeck
Volunteer Writer
During the past few years. superfan Jeff
Harris has been a fixture at University of
Maine hockey games. He was easily recog-
nizable. wavine, a bilge blue flag and encour-
aging students to yell and cheer to their heart's
content.
This year. however, Harris departed
l'Maine for the American University in Bul-
garia. and a big cheerleading void needed to
be filled.
So with 500 new seats available for stu-
dents at Alfond Aiena this season, a need tor
a person or oreanization to lead the cheers
existed.
"I recognized the importance of students
in creating an electric arena. and the need to
organize a group to lead the arena." UMaine
Hockey ('orich Shaw ii Walsh said.
The Blue Line Club, under the direction of
(limb President Enk Hyatt. has filled the need
for such a student organization.
Membership was open to the first 200
students who expressed interest. After an
initial meeting in late September drew 118
students, word spread and the rest of the slots
filled up quickly thereafter. Now there is a
waiting list for th.-rse still interested
Members are required to attend a monthly
meeting and all home games. Also, each
student must purchase a sweatshirt available
only to club members, making the club highly
visible from their center-ice perch.
According to Hyatt. only serious students
need apply . If a member misses two games
without a viable excuse, the member is re-
placed from someone on the waiting list.
"It you want to be a member. you should
do it for yourself and because you love the
school." Hyatt said. "We want people to yell.
paint their face blue and sound like Dirty
Hairy afterward."
Sec BLUE LINE on page 18
• UMaine football
Bears lose 12th
straight road game
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
'leading into the 1..niversity of Maine's
football game at the Vniversity of Connect-
icut Saturday. the Black Bears were hoping
to snap a dubious streak.
I 'Maine had lost II straight road games.
ironically dating hack to 11/11/89, when
they beat Northeastern. 29-26.
Well, make it 12 in a row.
The Black Bears blew a 16-6 halftime
lead and fell to the Huskies. 37-30 in front of
a Homecoming crowd of 7.238 at Memorial
Field in Storrs. Conn
True first year quarterback Zeke Tay lor,
making his collegiate debut as a starter,
threw for 195 yards and two touchdowns in
leading tConn to the victory.
The win boosted the Huskies to 3-4 e% er-
all, including an 2-2 mark in the all-impor-
tant Yankee Conference standings Mean-
See FIOOTBALL on page 18
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Hockey
from page 17
first collegiate game Friday, but it sure didn't
show on the ice.
"It's a relief to ge,
 it over with,' Kariya
said. "But once 1 got out on the ice and
skated a couple shifts,! got used to it and the
nerves went away."
The Black Bears put Friday's contest out
of reach early in the second period. UMaineheld.2-1 lead when an Eric Fenton goal at7:56 into the period started a string of six
straight Black Bear goals before intermis-
sion.
Martin Mercier added his second goal ofthe evening in the stretch, doubling his scor-ing output of last year in this season's firstgame.
Peter Ferraro also had two goals in the
span. and also added a pair of assists on the
evening to earn the game's first star award.
On Saturday, the Providence defensebuckled down and came out looking moieintense than they had previously.
They continuously dropped extra de-fenders back into their defensive zone whilehitting much more aggressively than they
had in the previous contest. Diminutive
UMaine winger Cal Ingraham in particular
was a frequent victim of the hard-checking
Friars.
"They had three or four guys all over us
when we'd move to center ice," Kariya said.
"It was frustrating, because you want to
make a big play, but all you can really do is
dump it in."
The Black Bears also fell victim to some
bad breaks in the second period. Shots on
three different sequences beat Providence
goalie Brad Mullahy only to hit the post, but
Mullahy (31 saves) also deserved credit for
some fine netminding after giving up seven
goals the night before.
"He did a hell of a job," Providence
Coach Mike McShane said. "He bounced
back strong after the tough game he had
Friday."
But overall, Walsh was hap.py with the
weekend's result.
"It was a lesson in Hockey East 101, and
that's good for us," Walsh said. "You have
to come prepared to play every night."
Blue Line Club
from page 17
If the recent Blue/White and this weekend's
games versus Providence were any indication,the club has already made quite an impact
'There was good attendance at the Blue/
White game," Hyatt said. 'The effort put forthby the members was incredible. The members
showed great enthusiasm. In fact, (hockey
captain) Jim Montgomery told Coach Walsh
that it made a difference with the group giving
the players an extra push."
In addition to attending all home games,
the group is also tryinc. to get people to go to
road games.
Morale has been lacking at CJMaine, Hyatt
said. 'This may be the way to cure that, to getbehind a sports team and build pride in the
school."
Added Walsh, 'This is a fun way for
students to get involved in something."
Students wanting more information the
Blue Line Club should contact Erik Hyatt at
581-1684 or 827-8756.
If you are a Zoology/
Biology B.A. Student or
are majoring in Medical
Technology 01 Medical
Cytotechnology
you are required [() take
and pass JUNIOR
ENGLISH PROFICIENCY
EXAM.
If you are a Junior (0"
Senior who has not passed
this exam), it is rewired
for graduation.
It will be offered on
Wednesday;
 November
4, 1992 @ 7pm in 102
Murray HaIL
Football from page 17
Black Bear quarterback Emilio Colon scrambles for a big gain during earlieraction this season. Colon was knocked out but later returned in UMaine's 37-30 loss to UConn Saturday. (Kiesow photo.)
while, UMaine fell to 4-3, 2-2 in the YC.
"This one hurts, no question," UMaine
Coach Kirk Ferentz said. "But the good
news is we still have four more chances."
But because of the UConn loss, any hope
the Black Bears had of a share of the Yankee
Conference Championship were pretty much
eliminated.
Of their remaining games, Ferentz's
troops still have to face two of the top three
teams in the conference in Villanova and
Delaware. plus surprising UMass.
The Black Bears will have to take advan-
tage of all of their chances the rest of the
way.
But it was UConn that took advantage on
Saturday, by way of several big plays.
Perhaps the biggest one occurred on
the Huskies first drive of the second half.
After UMaine had gained tempo on a
Mark Shaw one-yard touchdown recep-
tion with only three second left in the firsthalf, UConn needed a good series to start
the third period.
It didn't look like they were going toget it, though, but on fourth-and- I I at the
UMaine 33, Rodgers scrambled for a huge.
momentum-building 13 yard gain.
"That set the tone for the second half,"
Ferentz said.
A UConn field goal on their next drive.
combined with a 38-yard TD run by another
first-year standout, Wilber Gilliard, gave
the Huskies a 23-16 advantage.
After UConn recovered a Jason Cue fum-
ble (he was in for UMaine starting quarter-
back Emilio Colon, who was temporarilyinjured), tailback Ed Long took the ball on
the next play and ran 82 yards up the middle
for a touchdown.
Long ran for 135 yards, while UMaine's
Ben Sirmans plowed for Ill.
UMaine scored on their next possession,
a school-record 85 yard strike from Colon to
receiver Tony Szydlowski, but the Huskies
held on for the victory.
Giant Sucking Sound
Come to ROSE BIKE and
hear the Giant Sucking Sound
of our inventory flying our the
door at ultra low prices.
10% off parts and acces-
sories with this coupon.
L _ _
Good 'til Election Day
Rose Bike
36A Main St. Orono
866-3525
1
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The Braves are beginning to look familiar to New Englanders
VI*
I was a 16-year old
high rehool sophomore in
October 1986. the year
Boston Red Sox broke all
of New England's hearts
hen they blew the World Series to the
hated New York Mets.
I recall sitting in front of the T.V. set in
my family's living room as the infamous
Ntookie Wilson slov. roller trickled
through Red Sox first baseman Bill Buck-
ner's gimpy legs, allowing the Mets to
win Game 6 and thereby making Buckner
baseball's all-time goat.
Like so many other fans, I sat stunned,
staring blankly at the screen, knowing deep
down in my heart the Red Sox were destined
to lose Game Seven the following night.
And although they took an early lead, they
did.
But i made it through the winter, and as
a new baseball season neared, I decided I
was going to find myself a new baseball
team to root for.
Loyalty is one thing, but I promised
myself I wasn't going to become one of
those 80-year-old Red Sox fans who spent
their lifetime waiting for the Bosox to win
the big one.
Ch-uh, I wasn't sticking around. The
Disaster of '86 was enough for me to give up
on the Red Sox ever winning a World
Championship.
So I set out that spring to find me a new
team to root for. But first, I set myself some
By Chad Finn guidelines:
Sports Editor One, they couldn't have any great ex-
pectations. Therefore, they couldn't break
my heart like the the Red Sox always seemed
to do.
Two, they couldn't he a team anyone
else liked. I hate bandwagon jumpers. and
I wanted the uniqueness and feeling of
rooting for a team nobody else gave a crap
about.
And three, they had to be a team I could
follow relatively closely. They would have
to be on T.V a lot, or have to play on the East
Coast so I could read their box scores in the
paper the next day.
But baseball season began, and I still
hadn't found my team. Instead, they found
me.
Well not exactly. I was sitting on the
same couch in the same living room watch-
ing the same T.V. that I had been watching
the World Series on the previous fall. I was
flipping channels when I stumbled on to a
baseball game in a place that looked very
unfamiliar.
It wasn't Fenway Park, with the over-
whelming color of green everywhere from
the outfield walls to the infield grass. No,
this place had a distinctively dull look to it.
The seats, which were practically all empty,
were red. The infield looked rough and
orange, almost like clay, while a gloomy
blue color covered the dugouts. Being the
gloomy sort myself. I liked it. I had to see
more.
As it turned out, it was an Atlanta Braves
game I was watching. T. V . mogul Ted Turn-
er owned the team, and showed just about all
of their games on one of his cable T.V.
stations.
But Ted, in his pre-Jane Fonda days. had
one problem. His team was awful, and no-
body went to the games, or even cared for
that matter. That's when I knew they were
for me.
I would care. I didn't want my. heart
broken again, but these God-awful Braves
were in no danger of doing that. And be-
sides, they met all of my criteria. They
stunk, no one cared, and they' were on T.V
almost everyday. Perfect.
And what a collection of talent the late-
'80s version of the Braves had. Not. The
best they could offer was a washed-up Dale
Murphy and a collection of forgettables:
Oddibe McDowell, Dion James, Kevin
Blankenship. Rusty Richards, just to name
a few. But believe me, there were many
more.
So I rooted for Atlanta for the next
couple seasons as they' continued to find
ways to lose. But I didn't care because they
were mine.
But then a strange thing happened as
we moved into the '90s. They began to
win.
All the years of finishing last allowed the
Braves to stockpile gifted young players in
the minors. Soon, the likes of McDowell,
James, Blankenship and Richards were re-
placed with talented newcomers such as.
David Justice, Ron Gant, Steve Avery and
John Smoltz.
Then came the worst-to-first season in
'91, in which all of the raw young talent
meshed into a team that was one run away
from winning the World Series.
Suddenly. the stands were full, people
cared, and Ted and Jane were even shwing
up once in a while. But they were still a
lovable bunch, still considered underdogs.
so I kept rooting for them.
But this season. they moved into the role
of the favorite, and although they did reach
the Fall Classic again, their success seemed
to go to their heads.
Bickering on the team plagued them all
year. and rumors popped up that Justice, by
now the the self-proclaimed 'Michael Jor-
dan of the Braves' was on speaking terms
with only two of his teammates.
It began sounding like the infamous
25 playets. 25 cabs' Red Sox teams from
a decade ago that I thought I left behind.
Then. two days ago. I had my heart
broken again. The Braves lost their second
straight World Series, this time to the Toronto
Blue Jays, ironically a Red Sox rival. 1
didn't expect them to win last year, but his
season I got my hopes up. I really thought
they'd do it.
But I'm beginning to think that may-
be I really am watching a younger. mod-
ern version of the old Red Sox. Perhaps
they have led me on one too many times
now.
Maybe it is time for me to find a new
underdog to cheer again.
Hey, how about those Cleveland Indi-
ans?
. Chad Finn is a senior journalism major
from Bath. Me., who really does still like the
Braves, Matty.
RAY COTA
Put his experience to work for our
UNIVERSITY
These are the questions most frequently
asked of Ray Cota during his meetings
with students on the University's cam-
pus. Ray's answers follow:
Q What would you do to put mc re emphasis on educa-tion issues?
A Education and maintaining and building Our transportationsystem must be the top priorities of state government.
These two fundamental services must be first in line for the
limited government resources. Without providing an education
system that addresses the needs of new and expanding indus-
tries in our state, we fail to build the foundation of our economic
recovery. I would lead the effort to reform the budget prionties
to make education and infrastructure the top issues in the next
Legislative session
CI How could you provide more financial opportuni-ties to receive an education?
A Although many of the programs are federally funded, I
would work to provide more low inte;rest loans through
existing programs. Perhaps a method for enticing local banks
and insurance companies to extend their loan portfolio to
include an expansion of low interest loans by providing a shared
risk pool. There are opportunities for business people in the
financial sector to insure our economic competitiveness in this
state by helping students.
Q How would you propose to balance thebudgct?
• The simple answer is to cut expenditures. Essentially.
government needs to establish what basic services it is
required to provide, education, transportation, protection, needs
of the less fortunate citizen, and the environment. State govern-
ment must cleanse itself of over-regulation and allow for more
local control. It must abide by all federal regulations but must not
expand upon those rules to create additional government red
tape. State government must become more user friendly.
Balancing the budget means reducing the size of legislature and
staff, cutting our fringe benefits for legislators such as their
retirement system, ;t means a roll back on mandates to local
government which has increased the size of staffs charged with
compliance, it means prioritizing the needs of government to
create an economic climate for businesses to be globally
• Businessmai
• Former Town Manager. Orono
• Former City Manager & Finance Director. Saco
• Director of Maine Real Estate and Economic
Development Association
• Director of Action Committee of 50
• Director of Target Industrial Corporation
• Director of Orono Housing Foundation
competitive; it means that mere cannot be new taxes anc •
current "sunset" taxes must be discontinued. &Blanc —7 •
budget requires ieaders whc completely understahl ---
getary process and who Will
 not be swayed by
lobbies.
0 You have told us about your care for the Communityand the University and how they have played an
important part in your life, but with your ties to business,
what really is your agenda: is there something else?
A My attitude toward the University and the Town of C- .and a "business agenda" are really one and the same V
iJu are interestea in graauating and are looking forward
competitive job market, then we are talking about the e
thing. Business begets business: if we have a healthy econ •
one in which in-state business can expand, new businesses
grow. and out-of-state business can relocate, then your needs
for tha! job and for a good education at a reasonable price
met and the existing businesses will prosper. This can te
without dismantling the environmental rules in place .•
disrupting our welfare system and without laying off 300
at the University of Maine, Orono AS waq dry,
Paid for COTA fo, Legislature Dan3 -•-• ?c,irer
Ektet-Ray-Cota State Representative District
 130 Orono
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• College footbali
Miami claims #1 in AP poll
By Rick Warner Miami has only one game remainingAP Football Writer against a ranked team (No. 12 Syracuse),
while Washingtoa must still play No. 15Miami inched ahead of Washington by Stanford. No. 17 Arizona and No. 19 Wash-one point to take sole possession of first ington State.place in Sunday's Associated Press college There were no other changes in the Topfootball poll. 10, except Colorado's move into an eighth-The Hurricanes and Huskies tied for the place tie with Nebraska. The Buffaloes, whotop spot last week, but Miami broke the crushed Kansas State 54-7, were No. 9 lastdeadlock after beating Virginia Tech 43-23 week, one spot below Nebraska. The Corti-Saturday. huskers beat Missouri 34-24 Saturday.Washington also improved to 7-0 with a The Big Eight powers meet next Satur-31-7 win over Pacific. day in Lincoln.Although Miami received three more No. 3 Michigan mauled Minnesota 63-first-place votes than Washington (32-29), 13, No. 4 Alabama beat Mississippi 31-10,the Hurricanes lead by only one point (1,517- No. 5 Texas A&M topped Baylor 19-13.1,516) because three voters placed them No. 6 Florida State was idle. No. 7 Geor-third. Washington was t tird on one ballot. gia clobbered Kentucky 40-7, and No. 10Miami has a larger lead in the USA Notre Dame pounded Brigham Young 42-Today-CNN coaches' poll, where the Hur- 16.
ricanes increased their cushion from one to Alabama continued to get the only first-17 points. The coaches gave Miami a 37-22 place vote that didn't go to Miami or Wash-edge in first-place votes. ington.After sharing the national championship Boston College is 11th, followed bylast season, Miami and Washington have Syracuse. Southern Cal, Penn State, Stan-waged a seesaw battle for the top spot this ford, Tennessee, Arizona, Kansas, Wash-season. ington State, Florida, Notth Carolina State,Miami was No. 1 in the preseason poll North Carolina, Virginia, Mississippi Stateand remained there for four weeks. and Texas.Washington moved ahead after Miami's North Carolina entered the Top 25 forlackluster 8-7 win over Arizona on Sept. 26, the first time this season after beating Geor-but the Huskies' lead gradually eroded over gia Tech 26-14. Texas, which was 25th inthe next three weeks until they ended up in the preseason poll, regained that spot with aa first-place tie last week. 45-38 victory over Houston.
• Pro football
Redskins edge past Vikin
By Dick Brinster
AP Sports Writer
For the Washington Redskins — espe-
cially kicker Chip Lohmiller— there's noth-
ing better than feeling at home on the road.
The Redskins, 8-1 away from RFK Sta-
dium last season but 0-2 on the road this year
going into Sunday's game at the Metro-
dome, got five field goals from Lohmiller, a
former University of Minnesota star.
The last, a 49-yarder with 1:09 to play.
gave the Redskins a 15-13 victory over the
Minnesota Vikings (5-2).
The Redskins are 4-0 in the Metrodome,
including a 37-24 victory over the Buffalo
Bills in the Super Bowl in January.
Being at home had its distractions for
Lohmiller, a native of Woodbury, Minn.
"I had to buy 55 tickets," Lotuniller
said. "My whole family is here."
"This is a great place to kick," said
Lohmiller, ho connected from 22, 52, 25
and 45 yards as Washington took a 12-0
halftime lead.
Washington (5-2) won its third consecu-
tive game.
Fuad Reveiz's 41-yard field goal gave
Minnesota a 13-12 lead with 2:28 to go.
Elsewhere in the NFL, it was Chicago
30, Green Bay 10; Houston 26, Cincinnati
10; Detroit 38, Tampa Bay 7; Philadelphia
7, Phoenix 3, and the New York Giants 23,
Seattle 10.
In late games, it was Denver at SanDiego, Cleveland at New England, Dallas at
the Los Angeles Raiders, Indianapolis atMiami and Pittsburgh at Kansas City.
Buffalo is at the New York Jets on Mon-day night.
Eagles 7, Cardinals 3
Randall Cunningham's 40-yard touch-down pass to Calvin Williams in the second
period was Philadelphia's only score, but it
was the defense that saved the day for the
Eagles (5-2).
They recovered three fumbles and inter-
cepted a pass. A goal-line stand in the sec-
ond period was the showpiece. Because of
Philadelphia penalties, Phoenix (1-6) was
unable to score despite seven shots frominside the 3.
"What you saw out there was, 1 think,
the best defense I've ever -,een," Philadel-
phia coach Rich Kotite said. "It was mag-
nificent."
Bears 30, Packers 10
Jim Harbaugh matched a 28-year-old
club record of 13 straight completions,
leading Chicago (4-3) over Green Bay
(2-5).
Harbaugh's string tied the record set by
Rudy Bukich over two games in 1964 and it
included a 4-yard touchdown pass to Keith
Jennings. The passing game also set up two
of Kevin Butler's three field goals.
Maine Campus classifieds Stop by the' basement ___WU4w.dMinor your classified ad.
help wanted
- 
 
or sale miscellaneous
. 
lost & foundInternational Employment-MaKe
ri-,oney Leaching Engksn aoroad.
Japan and Taiwan. Make 52,000-
54,000+per month. Many provide
room & board+other benefits!
Financially & Culturally rewarding! For
International Employment program
and application, call the International
Employment Group: (206) 632-1146
ext. 15067.
Queen size bed w/ headboard.
Excellent condition Very good
wood. Asking $75 or B/0. Call 827-
5373.
Research Information-Largest
library of information in U.S.
19,278 topics-all subjects. Order
catalog today with Visa/MC or
COD. Ordering hot line: 800-
351-0222. Or, rush $2.00 to
Research Information 11322
Idaho Ave. #206-A, Los Angeles,
CA q0025
FOUND: LLBeao royal blue
backpack. Many things inside.
10/19 in Alumni Hall men's room.
Call 1545.EpsonLQ510 Printer w/ two
built-in letter quality fonts, 14
international char. sets. Cable/
replacement ribbon included
$200.866-5965
miscellaneous
FOUND: Set of car keys at Geddy's
Sat. night. One newer model
Crysler key and one dorm key. To
claim call 866-7156.
FOUND: Casio digital diary and a
small beige Shanhouse winter
jacket. If it yours, stop by the
info. booth at the union.
Ian Wash 5prinq Break IV
Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Florida
from $119. Book early save $$$!
Organize Group Trav.?1 Free! l-
800-426-7710
roommates
Students wanted to promote
weekend trips to Montreal. Skiing
and whitewater rafting also avail-
able. Call Collect (514)861-3335
Seamstress: Over 20 yrs. experi-
ence, replace zippers, hemming, etc,
Will pick up + deliver. Call Jeanne
827-5115.
FOUND: Prescription glasses w/
black frames & a gold stripe across
top. On walkway by York apts. Call
1273.
S252.50 Sell 50 funny, college T-
shirts and make $252.50. No financial
obligation. A Risk Free program. Avg.
sales Time=4-6 hours. Choose from
18 designs. Smaller/Larger quantities
avail. C all 1-800-733-3265 .
Volunteer Drivers nee ded to
transport students w/ disabilities
to class. Helping Hand Van. Call
Lynette x1745.
LOST: Gold cross off of chain 10/
16. Call Don At x71345 Reward
offered.
Roommate needed :0 share Bradley
2BR townhouse. Prefer non-siTioker.
Call 866-7846. $162 50+share
elecs+cable. LOST: Pearl gold
-frame glasses
in a pink case. If found, call 581-
6965.
Gorgeous male and female
exotic dancers for birthdays, special
occasions & parties call Exotica
947-4406.
Part-time jobs avail. at Office of
Student Employment 2nd floor
Wingate. flexible hrs. Bangor area.
apartments
Wanted: 2 roommates ASAP to
share 3 bdrm Apt. in Old Town$216/month inc. heat & hot water.
Call 827-0572
LOST: Gold chain w/ #55 charm
lost in football weightroom.
Reward if found. Call 866-7339.
Car stereos, alarms, phones, remote
starters, sold and installed. Sony, Pioneer,
PO. Soundshapers 942-7688.
Share house in Old Town with
two others $220 includes all.
Looking for serious students. Own
room. 827-3694.
To place your FREE lost and found
ad, stop by The Maine Campus in
the basement of Lord Hall
personals
2 Bedroom apt. Sundeck an . . : ..1
heat and hotwater included. Old
Town $510/mo 827-4990.
Orono Thrift Shop. From Main,
take Pine, 2nd rt onto Birch. Wed
11-4 & Sat 11-2Old Town Quiet modern 1BR apt. Housemate wanted to share
nice, clean, quiet home On bus
route in Orono. $300/mo 866-
7674
Perfect for a couple $400mo.+elect.
Call 827-5036 or 827-7797 must
see.
TYPING-Resumes, papers, letters,
etc. Great quality, reasonable rates
866-7674 Happy B day Sunshine you
make my day.
